Calculations of high multiplicity Higgs amplitudes exhibit a rapid growth that may signal an end of perturbative behavior or even the need for new physics phenomena. As a step towards this problem we consider the quantum mechanical equivalent of 1 → n scattering amplitudes in a spontaneously broken φ 4 -theory by extending our previous results on the quartic oscillator with a single minimum [1] to transitions n|x|0 in the symmetric double-well potential with quartic coupling λ. Using recursive techniques to high order in perturbation theory, we argue that these transitions are of exponential form n|x|0 ∼ exp (F (λn)/λ) in the limit of large n and λn fixed. We apply the methods of "exact perturbation theory" put forward by Serone et al. in [2, 3] to obtain the exponent F and investigate its structure in the regime where tree-level perturbation theory violates unitarity constraints. We find that the resummed exponent is in agreement with unitarity and rigorous bounds derived by Bachas [4] .
Introduction
Perturbative [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] as well as semiclassical 1,2 [14] [15] [16] calculations of high multiplicity 1 → n scattering amplitudes in scalar field theories exhibit an extremely rapid growth with the number of final state particles. The experimentally observed [17, 18] existence of a scalar Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV has taken this problem out of the realm of purely field theoretic interest and has provided us with an explicit upper scale 1600 TeV [19, 20] (possibly significantly smaller), where we may need better calculational techniques or even new physics.
A particularly interesting form of a new phenomenon could be the "Higgsplosion" and "Higgspersion" effect recently proposed in [21] , that could potentially even address the hierarchy problem and provide for interesting phenomenology [22] [23] [24] 3 .
For this work our aim is, to some extent, more conservative. We want to shed light on what are the relevant features that give rise to the growth in high multiplicity amplitudes and whether it can be cured by improved calculational techniques. To this end we consider a very simplistic toy model: quantum mechanics with a quartic potential. Here, the vacuum transitions n|x|0 correspond to 1 → n scattering amplitudes.
In studying this toy model we should be keenly aware that, due to its (3+1)-instead of (0+1)-dimensional nature, quantum field theory is subject to additional features and complications that have to be taken into account. Important examples are the presence of a non-trivial phase space and the possibility of having weakly coupled, spatially separated final states (see [12] for details). Nevertheless, we think that it can give important insights into those features, such as the quartic potential, or the existence of a single or multiple minima, that are shared between the two theories. As we find that advanced calculational techniques probably stop the growth of quantum mechanical amplitudes, it in turn focusses efforts to establish the onset of new phenomena on those aspects of quantum field theory that are different from quantum mechanics.
In a recent paper [1] we have provided significant evidence that vacuum transition amplitudes in the anharmonic oscillator with a single-well potential with quartic coupling λ take on the exponential form (conjectured in [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] ),
At tree-level F turns positive beyond a critical value of λn. This indicates a rapid growth of n|x|0 in the double scaling limit n → ∞ with λn fixed. However, suitably resummed perturbation theory results in the exponent -often called holy grail function -being negative, F < 0, preventing a rapid growth of the amplitude at high energies [1] . In this work we extend these results to the symmetric double-well potential, 2) which is the quantum mechanical analogue of spontaneously broken φ 4 -theory. We therefore realize an important feature that is essential in the case of the Standard Model Higgs. In particular, our aim is to establish that also in case of the double-well potential the amplitude takes on an exponential form and to find the sign of F . To do so we use recursive relations to compute F to high orders in a perturbative expansion. We then apply the method of exact perturbation theory (EPT) put forward in [2, 3] . Using this we investigate the behavior of F at values of λn beyond the point where tree-level perturbation theory violates unitarity constraints and find strong indications for a restoration of unitarity. This work is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we start with a brief review of how to reconstruct wave functions and energy levels of a Schroedinger problem using recursive methods to high order in perturbation theory. These are the main building blocks for computing vacuum transition amplitudes to highly excited states. Furthermore, we argue that these amplitudes are of exponential form. Section 3 is devoted to introducing the concept of exact perturbation theory and applying it to the holy grail function computed before. In particular, we present a specific example of EPT to obtain the holy grail function associated to the symmetric doublewell potential. Finally, we conclude in Section 4 by giving a brief summary of our results and future perspectives.
Reconstructing Vacuum Transitions
The main building blocks for computing transition amplitudes from the vacuum to an excited state, n|x|0 , are the wave functions and their corresponding energy eigenvalues. That is, we need to find the eigenfunctions of the Schroedinger operator
in the anharmonic oscillator with a symmetric double-well potential,
An efficient way to find those solutions is to use recursive relations to high order in perturbation theory, first introduced by Bender and Wu in [34, 35] . A detailed review and application of this approach to transition amplitudes in the anharmonic oscillator with a single-well potential is given in [1] . Yet, there is an issue in applying perturbative techniques to double-well potentials. In fact, these methods rely on perturbations around the harmonic oscillator solution. If we naively tried to use them for the double-well potential, we would have to do perturbation theory in an inverted harmonic oscillator background -with the obvious problems arising from the instability of the potential. However, we can choose another reference point of the perturbative expansion which is locally harmonic. In our example a suitable point is one of the two minima x ± = ± −m 2 /2λ of the double-well potential 4 . Expanding around x + , shifting the coordinatex = x − x + and subtracting the zero-point energy yields the asymmetric double-well potential
where we definedm 2 ≡ −2m 2 . Due to its positive mass term the potentialṼ (x) is well suited for the perturbative approach we want to pursue. Calculationally the cost is the introduction of an additional cubic term √ λx 3 . For convenience we will later set m 2 = −1, such that the excitations in the minima are of massm 2 = 2.
Before we continue let us remark that a constant shift in the ground state energy or in the definition of the position operator does not alter the vacuum transition amplitude n|x|0 . In the case of the ground state energy this is obvious as, even in quantum mechanics, only energy differences are relevant, and an additive constant in the Hamiltonian has no effect on those. Furthermore, n|x|0 involves different energy eigenstates, which are orthogonal to each other. Therefore, a constant shift in the position operator does not affect the transition amplitude between those states.
Let us now continue, closely following Bender and Wu's approach [34, 35] . We can reconstruct the wave functions and energy levels order by order 5 in the coupling λ of the Schroedinger operator associated to the potentialṼ (x). This standard perturbative ansatz allows us to compute the normalized vacuum transition amplitudes as described in detail in [1] ,
Similar to the single-well (m 2 > 0) these can be factorized into a tree-level and higher order contributions,
where the former is given by (cf. [7] )
In particular, it turns out that the perturbative series of the amplitude is reproduced exactly by
where F Σ can be constructed systematically as a series expansion in 1/n (cf. [1] ),
Note that, in the coefficient functions F i , the coupling and energy level only appear as the product λn, so for convenience we will define the abbreviation
As we describe in more detail in [1] , the coefficient functions F i can be obtained by making a polynomial ansatz in for each of the F i . We can then expand the exponential in (2.7) and compare the corresponding coefficients to the power series A Σ . Remarkably, a finite number of coefficients of F Σ reproduce infinitely many terms of the perturbative series of A Σ exactly, rendering this resummation very powerful. We have checked this exact replication to order O λ 16 of A Σ .
5 Note some technical detail here. Since the additional cubic term √ λx 3 appears with a fractional power of the coupling, we instead define Λ ≡ √ λ and solve the system by integer orders of Λ. In order to study the behavior of the vacuum transition as n → ∞, it is useful to also rewrite the tree-level factor in exponential form,
That is, the total exponent F of the amplitude consists of two contributions, F = F tree + F Σ . We now want to consider the double scaling limit n → ∞ and λ → 0 with = λn fixed. In this regime the sign of F is crucial. Any where F is positive will ultimately lead to an inevitable growth of the amplitudes in the limit where n → ∞. We are thus interested in the overall sign of the holy grail function for all .
In order to establish the sign of F , let us discuss its tree-level part first. Using Stirling's formula for the factorial as n → ∞ in (2.6), the tree-level contribution can be written as
This is illustrated in Fig. 1 . F tree indicates a serious issue. It exhibits a root at = 4 √ 2e where it changes to positive sign, leading to a growth of the amplitude as n → ∞, as pointed out earlier. The singlewell anharmonic oscillator shows a similar behavior of the tree-level contribution, but it turns out that a suitable resummation of F Σ resolves this issue -F remains negative for any [1] . However, such a direct resummation is problematic for the double-well. In fact, if one computes F Σ in the 1/n-expansion (2.8), the only contribution that will matter in the double scaling limit is the leading order correction F 0 , which reads
The functional form of F 0 is strongly governed by the series truncation, such that the root of F is shifted towards smaller values of when more terms of the series are included, as can be seen in Fig. 2 . In contrast to the single-well the series representation of F 0 , however, has only positive coefficients instead of alternating ones. This can indicate problems with unambiguous 6 Borel resummation. Therefore, the sign of F in the case of vacuum transitions in the double-well potential remains unclear.
In summary, applying the same techniques we used for the single-well (m 2 > 0) anharmonic oscillator in [1] to a double-well (m 2 < 0) shows that the perturbative expansion of the transition amplitudes is still of exponential form and can in principle be recovered exactly. However, in contrast to the single-well the series expansion of the exponent F for the double-well indicates potential problems with naive Borel resummation, leaving the overall sign unclear.
Exact Perturbation Theory and the Holy Grail Function
We have just seen that ordinary perturbation theory provides no clear resolution to the quickly growing high multiplicity amplitudes. Therefore we have to turn to more powerful methods.
The crucial difference to the single-well case is the presence of two degenerate vacua. This can lead, e.g., to instantons, which cannot be captured by perturbation theory but still have to be included in the quantum mechanical path integral as non-trivial saddles of the action. It is known that these quantum effects, not respected by our ansatz, can cause perturbative expansions (of e.g. the vacuum energy) to be non Borel resummable [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
Non-perturbative effects (e.g. instantons) in quantum mechanics and quantum field theory have been extensively studied in the literature, e.g. [36, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . However, instead of using instanton calculus we follow a novel approach put forward by Serone et al. in [2, 3] . The principal idea is to recover full non-perturbative results by smart deformations of the perturbative series. As we will see, this approach is well suited for our consideration, because it makes efficient use of our previous results on the single-well case [1] . In particular, suitable deformations exploit the non-trivial exponentiation of the amplitude, as they fall in the same class of theories where this powerful resummation is possible 7 .
Let us briefly outline the relevant steps of their approach. In general, we can consider a quantum mechanical potential V (x; λ) with coupling λ that admits bound states (more precisely lim |x|→∞ V (x; λ) = ∞). If in addition the potential satisfies V (x; λ) = V (x √ λ; 1)/λ it is called classical, because the perturbative expansion in λ is identical to the expansion in .
Now consider two such classical potentials, V 0 (x; λ) and V 1 (x; λ). The crucial insight is then, that if V 0 (x; λ) admits a perturbation theory that is Borel resummable to the exact result, the perturbative series of V (x; λ) = V 0 (x; λ)+λV 1 (x; λ) is also Borel resummable to the exact result, given that lim |x|→∞ V 1 (x; 1)/V 0 (x; 1) = 0. The key is that we treat the part of the potential that causes trouble with Borel summability as a "small" perturbation ∼ λ, thereby rearranging the perturbative expansion. This was coined exact perturbation theory in [2, 3] .
Each of these two classical potentials can depend on an additional parameter λ 0 . We can now try to find potentials, depending suitably on λ 0 , such that 2) i.e. the original potential is recovered for λ = λ 0 . This will allow us to extract the full information of V (x; λ) by a perturbative expansion in λ of the auxiliary potentialV (x; λ, λ 0 ) and setting λ = λ 0 after performing the Borel resummation. Serone et al. discuss a variety of quantum mechanical examples in [2, 3] . This method can be useful for potentials with a negative mass term, where standard perturbation theory is not applicable or does not admit an unambiguous Borel resummation.
Let us now apply these ideas to the double-well potential 8 ,
For this we want to find a potentialV (x; λ, λ 0 ) = V 0 (x; λ, λ 0 ) + λV 1 (x; λ, λ 0 ) that reproduces V (x; λ) at finite coupling and where V 0 (x; λ) admits a perturbative expansion that is Borel resummable to the exact result. Note that the potentials V 0 and V 1 (and thusV ) are by no means unique. Even though the final results will be the same after exact resummation, there is a plethora of choices of V 0 and V 1 which are more or less suited for the approximate computation of certain quantities. In fact, neglecting constant and linear terms of the potential, the condition on V 0 and V 1 being classical constrains the most general form ofV ,
where the coefficients v i and w i that belong to V 0 and V 1 , respectively, are functions of λ 0 only,
. In order to reproduce the original double-well potential in (3.3) at λ 0 = λ they have to satisfy the conditions
example at hand. This could provide a valuable cross-check and potentially also allow us to reach values of where the present approach is converging slowly. We leave this for future work. 8 The double-well potential is the prime example where instanton solutions play an important role. For instance, they lift the vacuum degeneracy (see, e.g. [51, 52] ).
as well as
This implies that the only free parameters to set up perturbation theory are v i (λ 0 ) (up to additional terms that cancel at λ 0 = λ in both v i and w i ). Note, that we have normalized everything to the mass, m 2 = 1. Furthermore, the v i have to be chosen such that V 0 admits a perturbative expansion that is Borel summable in the end. While the above conditions yield the most general choice of the potentials V 0 and V 1 , we will focus on a specific example choosing a simple but non-trivial v 2 .
The simplest example presumably constitutes the most intuitive choice of V 0 and V 1 ,
where the single-well anharmonic oscillator potential V 0 (x; λ) is known to be Borel resummable [57, 58] . We then define the potential
which reproduces the double-well potential V (x; λ) when setting λ 0 = λ,
According to the ideas introduced at the beginning of this section we can now compute any quantity of interest in the double-well V (x; λ) by considering the potentialV (x; λ, λ 0 ) instead. In this potential we can do a perturbative expansion in λ (while keeping λ 0 fixed), perform its Borel resummation and in the end remove the deformation, λ 0 = λ.
In principle we could now plug the new potential into the Schroedinger operator (2.1) and perform all steps of the original computation of Section 2 in order to obtain n|x|0 . However, in view of the form ofV (x; λ, λ 0 ) in (3.10) the deformation of the original potential is effectively introducing a mass term that depends on the coupling, m 2 (λ) = 1−2λ/λ 0 . This allows us to use previous results on n|x|0 obtained in the single-well potential [1] . In particular, for arbitrary m 2 > 0 we know 12) where the tree-level contribution reads
Here F Σ can again be written as a series expansion in 1/n (cf. (2.8)). It is thus dominated 9 at large n by F 0 which is given by We can now plug the mass term m 2 (λ) = 1 − 2λ/λ 0 = 1 − 2 / 0 into F (including tree-level and higher order contributions), do a perturbative expansion in λ and rearrange the result in the corresponding 1/n-expansion. This yieldŝ In principleF 0 can now be resummed in before the deformation of the potential is lifted 10 by inserting 0 = . This yields the holy grail function F associated to the double-well potential (3.3). However, by construction we only know a finite number of terms of the series in . Thus, we need to make use of an appropriate technique to estimate the behavior from the perturbative coefficients. Similar to our earlier work on the symmetric case [1] , we first tried to make use of Padé approximation. However, a crucial difference is that here we have to do a separate Padé approximation for every value of 0 that we want to probe. While the different Padé approximants appear to converge to negative values for large , it turns out that the approximation is spoiled by several spurious poles in the small region.
Spurious poles in Padé approximants occur also for a number of well-behaved functions and sometimes question the validity of the approximation beyond the pole. In fact, looking more closely at our series expansion for small 0 < 1, we find indications for bad behavior. Here, the series appears to forfeit its oscillating sign structure that typically indicates stability in a resummation with a finite number of known terms. We discuss the technical details of this feature in Appendix A. The relevant sign structure can directly be seen from Fig. 6 .
In order to circumvent these problems we have tried different approximation schemes. Good results are provided by a Borel-Padé approximation. The first few diagonal Borel-Padé approximants of F are illustrated in Fig. 3 . 10 Here one should be careful about the order of the resummation and the lifting of the deformation. If we perform a Borel resummation this requires that we calculate the following Laplace transformation, F ( , 0) = ∞ 0 dt exp(−t)BF ( t, 0). Here, BF ( t, 0) is the Borel sum of the power series in t while 0 is treated as an external parameter. Note in particular that the argument in the integral is t while the external parameter 0 is not multiplied by the integration variable t. Only then we can evaluate F ( , ). We observe that F is indeed negative for a range of . In particular, the roots of the resummed F are shifted towards larger compared to the naive tree-level contribution (2.11) when going to higher order in the Borel-Padé approximation. This gives crucial hints that -similar to the single-well -suitably resummed perturbation theory of F resolves the rapid growth n|x|0 for large n.
However, we also note that there are still potential problems with the approximation that are more pronounced at small . At small values of the Padé approximant to the Borel sum inherits the problem of spurious poles due to the all positive signs of the power series expansion. In the Laplace transformation these poles do not contribute significantly if we take the principle value for the integral. This results in the smooth estimate for the function F shown in Fig. 3 . The effect of the spurious poles is suppressed at large values of since the integrand in the Laplace transform is suppressed exponentially in the region containing the poles. We also remark that such liftable poles are a common feature of Borel-Padé approximations since Padé approximants often feature poles somewhere along the positive real axis.
To verify the result of the Borel-Padé approximation, we have tried a number of other resummation schemes. They are briefly discussed in Appendices B and C. In general, all of them consistently share the same features of negative F at large but also some instability. In Fig. 4 we explicitly illustrate their behavior at the minimum and at the root of the treelevel holy grail function. The Borel-Padé resummation scheme is shown in yellow. The other colors correspond to different approximation schemes discussed in Appendices B and C. While convergence is not completely monotonous for all approximation schemes, they generally agree well with each other. In particular, at the tree-level zero of the holy grail function the spread between the different results is far smaller than the distance to zero. This gives a good indication that the sign of the holy grail function is indeed negative at this point.
The different approximations of the holy grail function can also be compared to existing results from WKB estimates [59] and a rigorous bound derived by Bachas [4] . They are shown Fig. 3 ) compared to WKB estimates [59] and a rigorous bound derived by Bachas [4] , labelled WKB and B, respectively. The other labels are as in Fig. 4. in Fig. 5 . It turns out that F obtained by EPT is consistent with these results, providing evidence that the ansatz is valid and yields a good approximation to the holy grail function associated to the symmetric double-well potential.
Before concluding let us note that this simple example is just a particular case of a parametrization of v 2 (λ 0 ) = const. In our example we use v 2 = 1. In Appendix A we discuss the convergence as a function of v 2 .
Conclusions
The behavior of 1 → n scattering amplitudes in φ 4 scalar quantum field theory at high multiplicities remains not well understood. Calculations of these amplitudes return results that rapidly grow with increasing n. This raises questions about the applicability of the employed calculational techniques, but possibly also about the interpretation of the underlying quantum field theory. Applied to the Higgs it may even allow for an entirely different phenomenology such as "Higgsplosion" [21] . In order to address these questions we consider the quantum mechanical equivalent, vacuum transition amplitudes to highly excited states, n|x|0 , in the anharmonic oscillator with quartic coupling λ.
We extend our previous work on the single-well potential [1] to the symmetric double-well, that resembles a theory with spontaneous symmetry breaking such as the Higgs sector of the Standard Model. We find many similarities between both cases.
In particular, using standard perturbation theory to high orders, we find that the amplitude again takes on an exponential form,
where the exponent can be constructed in a 1/n-expansion beyond leading order,
As explained in [1] it is non-trivial that the above form reproduces the perturbative series of n|x|0 exactly. However, in the standard perturbative approach we find that F Σ has a series representation with only positive, growing coefficients, such that Borel summability may be problematic. Consequently, we make use of exact perturbation theory [2, 3] , a novel approach to (perturbatively) study QM and QFT systems governed by non-perturbative effects. Considering different resummation schemes, we are able to obtain the holy grail function F associated to vacuum transitions in the double-well. This suggests that F is indeed negative everywhere in the double scaling limit n → ∞ with = λn = const,
That is, the vacuum transitions n|x|0 in the symmetric double-well potential are in line with unitarity bounds for n → ∞. In summary, our results in this quantum mechanical toy model indicate that -similar to the single-well potential -appropriate resummation of the perturbative expansion of vacuum transitions in the symmetric double-well prevents the growth of the amplitude at high multiplicities. Even though it is just its quantum mechanical analogue, it might still suggest a possible guideline for the resolution of the rapidly growing 1 → n scattering amplitudes in (spontaneously broken) φ 4 -theory, including the case of the Standard Model Higgs.
However, we remark that φ 4 -theory is a higher dimensional quantum field theory that is subject to additional complications. Amongst others these include the non-trivial phase space and the existence of weakly coupled, asymptotic states that are not present in quantum mechanics [12] .
It would be very interesting to further investigate if and how our results on quantum mechanics can be extended to quantum field theory, paying special attention to the properties that are unique to higher dimensional theories.
A Choice of Auxiliary Potentials
In general the auxiliary potentialV (x; λ, λ 0 ) = V 0 (x; λ, λ 0 ) + λV 1 (x; λ, λ 0 ) deformed by the parameter λ 0 has to satisfy a few requirements. For instance, apart from recovering the original potential V (x; λ) when the deformation is removed, λ 0 = λ,
the potential V 0 has to admit bound states and both V i have to be classical, such that their perturbative expansion in λ coincides with the expansion in . Nevertheless, these conditions leave us with a plethora of possibilities to constructV . In this section we want to discuss the implications of different choices of the potential V 0 and V 1 . It is intuitive that the physical result after resumming and removing the potential deformation must be independent of the choice of V 0 and V 1 . But, the choice of the deformation can affect the convergence properties of the perturbative expansion and different choices might be useful when calculating different observables. When deciding which choice is suitable one has to deal with several subtleties that we want to discuss in the following.
In order to be in line with the example presented in Section 3 we focus on the auxiliary mass term v 2 (cf. (3.4) ). In particular, we want to discuss the most simple case v 2 (λ 0 ) = v 2 = const. Such a parametrization corresponds to the potentials
and
Here we require v 2 > 0 such that V 0 admits a perturbation theory that is Borel resummable to the exact result. Combining V 0 and V 1 we have the auxiliary potential
By a suitable rescaling we find that the effective dimensionless coupling of the theory with potential V 0 is λ/v 3/2 2 . Thus, different choices of v 2 might influence the convergence properties of its associated perturbative expansion. The case v 2 = 1 corresponds to the simple example considered in (3.10). Let us now consider the behavior as we move away from this point into the two regimes v 2 1 and v 2 1. In the first case v 2 1 we can see from the effective coupling, λ/v 3/2 2 , that already the theory given by V 0 is strongly coupled. Effectively, even at small λ we are therefore trying to set up a perturbative expansion that is not well-defined to begin with.
In contrast, perturbation theory for V 0 with v 2 1 naively should work well since the effective coupling is very small. However, we also note that V 1 in this case is large, pointing towards potential trouble. As we will see, this is indeed the case.
In order for EPT to work the perturbative expansion of F has to be Borel resummable at fixed values of both v 2 and λ 0 . In general an alternating sign at high orders (i.e. up to a finite number of exceptions) indicates well-behaved Borel summability. A problem with this criterion arises, because by construction we only know a finite number of terms of the perturbative series of F . When lowering v 2 the alternating sign pattern is preserved for smaller values of 0 . However, as argued above, in this case the effective coupling is larger and despite the alternating sign we need more terms of the series for good convergence.
However, increasing v 2 too much is problematic, too. In this case the alternating sign pattern only appears for large values of 0 . While the alternating sign will be restored at higher orders, it is clear that approximations based only on the first few terms cannot capture this and behave as if the theory were not Borel summable. In this sense such a choice of v 2 is expected to exhibit worse convergence properties. In summary, we note that the choice v 2 1 is problematic because we start with a strongly coupled theory, while v 2 1 suffers from an apparent breakdown of Borel summability. For a reasonable range of the choice v 2 O(1) seems suitable. An optimal choice will likely depend on the desired range of .
B Standard Approximation Schemes
An essential point of exact perturbation theory is the resummation of a (divergent) power series expansion, before the deformation of the potential is lifted. In the following we give a brief overview of the different approximation schemes shown in Section 3.
All of them are designed to cope with situations where only a finite number of terms of a power series expansion is known. Let us consider the formal power series Z(g) = ∞ k=0 z k g k in the following.
Padé approximation Padé approximation [60] is probably the most widely used technique to resum divergent series expansions where only a finite number of terms is available. Its key idea is to approximate Z(g) by a rational function constructed out of two polynomials P M (g) and Q N (g) of degree M and N , respectively, such that their ratio coincides with the first few coefficients of Z,
, is then defined by the condition
It is empirically known that in most examples where Padé approximation is applicable, the diagonal sequence of approximants, Z [N,N ] , exhibits the best convergence properties to reconstruct Z,
In particular, if the coefficients of the power series giving rise to the Padé approximants have an oscillating sign, the true value of Z will typically 11 lie in between the neighbouring approximants,
Borel-Padé approximation Borel resummation [62] is typically used, if the large order asymptotics of the coefficients of Z(g) are known. The method relies on the idea to cancel potential factorial growth of the coefficients by considering the Borel transform of Z(g),
hoping for BZ to converge. In the end, the factorial factor can be reintroduced by a Laplace transform, such that Z(g) is recovered,
For all practical purposes, the Borel-Padé approximation now takes into account the fact that the large order asymptotics of Z(g) might not be known. Instead of computing the Borel transform BZ exactly, one can try to reconstruct it by a Padé approximant (cf. previous paragraph), BZ [M,N ] . One can then show that for instance the diagonal Padé sequence will converge to the exact result,
In this sense Borel-Padé approximation literally combines the Padé approximation with a conventional Borel resummation technique.
Shafer approximation The Shafer approximation [63] can be understood as the quadratic extension of Padé approximation. That is, one tries to construct polynomials P L (g), Q M (g) and R N (g) of degree L, M, N , respectively, such that
, is then defined by the quadratic equation
Similar to Padé approximation, the diagonal Shafer approximants Z [N,N,N ] will typically have the best convergence properties to Z,
Meijer G approximation The recently proposed Meijer G approximation scheme [64] relies on a similar idea that the Borel-Padé approximation makes use of. However instead of reconstructing the Borel transform BZ(g) by means of Padé approximants, it tries to "guess" its large order asymptotics by representing it by generalized hypergeometric functions,
where the argument vectors x and y are defined by singular points of Padé approximants of the successive coefficient ratios of BZ(g). The Laplace transform of BZ(g) can be carried out analytically and yields a Meijer G function. For details we refer the reader to [64] .
C Approximation by Guessing the Large Order Behavior of the Borel Sum
Including the large order behavior as done in the Meijer G approximation scheme seems very promising. However, explicitly calculating the ratios between the coefficients in the Borel series for our case we find that they are not well approximated by a constant. Instead they seem to behave approximately as, r n = a n+1 a n ∼ f ( 0 )n α , (C.1)
with α in the range 1/2 − 1 and the function f depending on α.
Using this the large order behavior can be accounted for with a so-called α-exponential,
By fitting to the known coefficients the function f can be accurately expressed in an expansion of 1/ 0 . This function by itself does not very well represent the low order behavior. To include this we can correct the Borel transform by explicitly including the known coefficients up to n max = 14,
In principle this could now be directly Laplace transformed, with respect to (keeping 0 fixed). However, the behavior can be significantly improved by applying a Padé approximation to the remainder function given by the second part on the right hand side of Eq. (C.3). For practical purposes we apply the same order of Padé approximation to the remainder as well as the α-exponential.
We can now apply this to our problem at hand. Fitting the known coefficients for the remainder function we find, The results are shown in Fig. 7 . Note, that this approximation is only good for reasonably large 0 2. Hence, the spread in the different Padé orders possibly underestimates the true uncertainty. We can see that the higher approximants are already nicely converged. Note, however, that this does not represent the full error. There is an additional systematic uncertainty at small due to the use of the approximate formula (C.4), as well as a general uncertainty due to our guessing of the large order behavior.
Finally let us finish this discussion with a few words of caution. By estimating the large order behavior of BF from the low order coefficients, we gain access to Borel-Padé approximants of higher order. However, there is a subtle issue when summing BF that has to be treated with care. First of all, even though the α-exponential has an infinite radius of convergence, BF cannot be summed naively, i.e. term by term, as it still contains the low order coefficients F 0,k . That is, the remainder function is a finite polynomial. This will dominate over the quickly falling α-exponential above a certain critical , most likely yielding the wrong asymptotics of the Borel-transformed series. This also means, that the Laplace transform of BF then does not give a good approximation of the desired function F . This is why we think that the Padé approximation yields a better estimate to the large asymptotics of the remainder function. We have checked that it in fact does not exceed the α-exponential part for a wide range of 2, but still gives a significant contribution to the Laplace transform.
